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1.1 Much of this advice also applies to presentations, which are an art form of 
their own.
In a presentation, the quantity is less, but the quality of everything you do should be 
even higher. 

1.2 In some courses, you are trying to persuade the reader to take a 
recommended action. I’ve written separate advice on how to persuade. In 
Big Data Analytics, you are trying to explain and enlighten, rather than 
persuade.

1.3 Is it worth the time to cover all these topics, and write them well?

Not necessarily. If you are writing a report yourself (single person, not a team), then you 
certainly have to make tradeoffs. Sometimes, for example, it’s ok to just dump code and 
results into an appendix, rather than try to write something coherent. That can still give 
some credibility to the body of the report, and any reader can study the appendix to 
answer their questions.. 

1.4 Is it worth the time  to make excellent figures and tables?

Perfecting a figure or table takes time. You may have to try several alternate ways of 
presenting the same information, and then several iterations of fine-tuning the R code (or 
the Excel) to make it look great. You have to make your own tradeoffs of time doing this, 
versus time doing more analysis. But my observation is that the two to five most 
important tables  or figures in a report should be really outstanding. 

1.5 I will post your papers on a web site for potential employers and other 
students, much as the Stanford course did. You can link to them from your 
web page or resume. Be sure your name and permanent email address are 
prominently displayed.
Of course I will do this only with your permission, but it is good promotion. Over the next 
few years a lot of graduate schools will be adopting this practise. 

1 Introduction
Over the years, I have collected a lot of observations about good technical writing and good 
course writing. Of course every report is different. But there are many straightforward 
suggestions that you may not have run into yet, in your education and careers. 

The goal here is to explain how to be excellent - the seemingly small items that make a final 
project really stand out. (In addition to the substance of your work, of course.) You won’t have 
time to do everything. But each time you produce something, stretch yourself to improve, and 
eventually these tricks will become automatic. 

2.1 Executive summary - emphasize the conclusions and key insights

a. The economics or cost/benefit analysis of the situation. What is the cost of errors? 
How much money is at stake?

2.2 Introduction. What is the topic? Why should the reader care? Discuss the 
business setting/ other setting where the data and problem statement 
come from.

2.3 Literature review. 

Hint: Never claim “this is the first study like it.” Maybe it’s the first time an issue has 
been studied with your data set, but it is never the first time a related topic has been 
addressed somewhere. 

Be very clear about definitions of variables (e.g., are they per year? per customer? per month?)

Statistical descriptions - details can go in an appendix, with a summary table in the main text.

a. Include descriptions of the data, where it comes from, samples of the data

b. Any significant problems with missing data, erroneous data, multicollinearity, etc. How 
you dealt with them.

c. Emphasize the constructed data you created, as well as the raw data. 
For example in the Chicago crime prediction case study, the raw data was individual 
incidents, but the constructed data was number of incidents by type, location, and 
time.

2.4 The data

a. Do not present this information chronologically; instead present your ultimate solution.
If you tried 4 very models and 40 different tunings of the models, empasize the one or 
few that you ultimately decided were best. These may be the last ones you tried.

b. Mention  (details may go in an appendix), but details are not necessary unless you 
think they produce useful insights. Explain why you ultimately rejected them.

c. Thorough exposition of the results. 

2.5 Methods and quantitative results. Probably the biggest section.

a. There are at least 2 ways to organize the methods and results. The second approach 
is a first section on methods, followed by a merged disucsion of quantitative and 
qualitative results. 

2.6 Discussion. What do your results tell us? What do they mean?

a. Anomalies - results that seem inconsistent with each other or with other studies. 
These can be a clue to important insights, but you may not have time to pursue them.

b. You may have worked with a subset of the available data for some reasons

c. and many more

2.7 Limitations, unanswered questions, further research, etc.

2.8 Conclusion. Implications for different people e.g. businesses versus their 
customers. 

2.9 Appendices

See “notes on how to use appendices.” I will include it in a later version of this 
document. 

2.10 Bibliography

2.11 Endnotes (if you did not use footnotes)

2 Approximate Table of Contents (adjust to suit your topic and what you did)

a. Make sure those items get prominent placement in the report.

3.1 If you had 20-30 minutes for a presentation, how would you present your 
work?
This is a good focusing method. It points you to summary tables, key plots/figures, and 
key findings that might otherwise get lost in the full report. 

For them, straight text is weak. Tables, figures, and bullet points are quicker to grasp. (Like a 
presentation)
Highlight the key insights and results, literally and figuratively.

a. A potential employer who knows something about data analytics, and wants to see 
how you think.

He or she wants to know that you did your analysis correctly.

He wants to be excited “Wow, that is surprising!” 

He wants to know that you know how to emphasize what is important, and are not just doing a 
“data dump.”
He wants to see awareness of strengths and limitations of your analysis. 

b. Your professor, who wants to see how much you learned. 

c. A future analyst, who is interested in the underlying problem and may want to expand 
your project.

d. Yourself. As you put together the final report, you will be thinking about how to 
“connect the dots” and understand what is going on in the problem you studied. You 
will also be learning more about methods and techniques for the future. 

3.2 You are writing for several audiences, but have one main audience in mind

3.3 Good projects should not be boring. Pictures, multi-media, fancy plots.

a. In these cases, put more effort into discussing the data, what you did with it, and 
descriptive analysis of what it shows. Be sure you get credit for your hard work.

b. Example: scraping a difficult Chinese-language source.

Weather + crime data

c. Example: Major mashing of two diverse data sets.

A social networking site or a review site has millions of messages, by message. You construct a 
new data set that covers individual users and all of their messages.

d. Example: transforming data into a new perspective

3.4 Sometimes the biggest contribution of a project is in constructing a new 
data set.

3 General advice

4.1 Table of Contents, as  for any long paper

4.2 Abstract (academic paper) or executive summary (business report). The two are not 
the same.

Be very clear about definitions of variables (e.g., are they per year? per customer? per month?)

Clear physical units and definitions on everything. Tons, pounds, or kilograms? 

Statistical descriptions - details can go in an appendix, with a summary table in the main text.

Samples of the raw data (eg. a death certificate, a screen shot of a web page.)

a. Descriptions of the data, where it comes from, samples of the data

b. Any significant problems with missing data, erroneous data, multicollinearity, etc. How 
you dealt with them.

c. Exploratory analysis of key variables.
What those are will depend on the project, but the outcome variable should be one of 
them. Stratified statistics, useful plots, etc.

d. Emphasize the constructed data you created, as well as the raw data. 
For example in the Chicago crime prediction case study, the raw data was individual 
incidents, but the constructed data was number of incidents by type, location, and 
time. So a lot of the EDA would be on this constructed data.

e. Point out important features and issues in the original data. This is insight you will get 
later in the project, as you look at the results and trace them back to the data. 

4.3 Discussing the data

a. I don’t care what precise reference format you use, but it should leave no doubt about 
the exact source, including the title and where it was  published. A URL by itself is not 
enough.

b. Remember that the more impressive the place of publication, the more credible the 
reference is, and by extension the more credible your paper. For example if something 
appeared as a working paper and in a good academic journal, cite the journal version. 
You can add: Also available at ucsd.edu/greatpapers. 

c. As a courtesy, include a URL or DOI number so the reader can find it. (If possible.) 

d. If your footnotes/endnotes are thorough, the references at the end can be limited to a 
few key ones.

4.4 Footnotes or endnotes, including references

a. Some of these can be done either as an exhibit, or an appendix. 

b. Samples of the raw data (eg. an Amazon review page)

Name used in the report

Verbal description

Distribution of the variable in your data set, such as the mean and sigma. Boxplot diagrams.

c. Full description of the variables.

d. Exploratory data analysis,especially where it is relevant. 

e. R or other code used for the final model.

4.5 Appendices: detailed supporting data  needed to fully understand your 
methods

It’s good to pretty it up with a relevant graph or picture. Papers do not have to be boring!

A photo of the subject matter, and a sample of the raw data, should go 

Authors’ names and email addresses

Title of the report

Date!  Often a version number is a good idea, if you are firing drafts around. I sometimes put 
the date in my document footer.

a. Cover page = worth the extra electrons for a formal report.

b. Write DRAFT somewhere prominent, unless it’s your final version. 

c. Page numbers. 

d. Useful and unique filename

e. Subsections, tied to the table of contents.

4.6 Formatting and writing hygiene checklist - applies to any report on any 
topic, anywhere.

This includes R code, figures and tables, appendices, and everything else. 

a. Combine all parts of the report into a single document. If that makes it too long due to 
appendices, then you probably should not include so much.

b. Many academic papers now include on-line appendices. That is too fancy for our 
needs, unless you prefer it to reduce your file size. 

4.7 All reports should be submitted as PDFs. Word processing documents are 
too risky.

4 Checklist: Things to include in final report.  This is a checklist, not an outline

a. Most of these can be used to predict either continuous or categorical (classification) 
variables. 

b. Simple classification/regression tree (CART) is usually too simple. Use a random 
forest instead.

c. Some teams have variables that must be between 0 and 1 (e.g. the ratio of “good 
votes” to total votes.) In these cases, you can’t use  raw linear regression, but a 
variation on a logistic model will work fine. On the other hand with Random Forest, 
you would set it up for continuous outcome variable.

5.1 Course requirement: Use at least two different fitting methods, such as 
logistic regression, nearest neighbors, naive Bayes, or Random Forest. 

In those situations, its fine to write most of the report around figuring out the values.

a. In the real world, sometimes we are more interested in the values of the coefficients 
than we are in the predictions themselves. “How much does method B improve 
sales?” is an example

b. BUT, for the Big Data Analytics course, I want everyone to step outside the 
conventional statistics framework, and set up at least one result in the form of a 
prediction. (And measure its accuracy.)

5.2 Course requirement: state at least one result as a prediction, and measure 
its prediction accuracy

a. If you have enough data, use separate data validation (intermediate analysis) and test 
sets.

b. You may, and usually should, take different random divisions of the original data set at 
different points in your analysis. 

c. Especially if you are studying time-based forecasting, of future events using past data. 
In that case a key test of your approach is to use the first n months of data, and see 
how well it predicts what happens in month n+1. You can do this for different values of 
n. This is called a “one-month ahead forecast.” Similarly one week, or one day, 
depending on the underlying facts of the situation.

d. In some cases you had too large a data set to work with. You can go back to the 
original source, and grab more data for final testing.

e. Keep track of the number seed for certain kinds of comparisons. BUT don’t always 
use the same seed - you may have gotten an “unusual draw” from the data.

5.3 Present results based on a truly independent test set.

a. Example: Text mining always involves transforms

b. Event data is often too detailed, and needs to be aggregated in some way. 

5.4 Change the original variables into ones that fit the problem. It’s mostly 
coincidence if the data was collected in the most useful form

a. There may be several reasonable ways to measure the outcomes.

b. Logged versus non-log versions of variables

c. Different ways to aggregate data eg. how much time detail. 

5.5 Build an enhanced set of variables at the start, then prune it back as you 
discover “what really matters.”

a. In many business problems, the cost of error is proportional to the size of the error 
(rather than size of error squared), but positive and negative errors have different 
slopes.

b. In certain situations, there is no penalty for being within a certain range of correct 
value.

c. In other situations, error-squared is a good approximation. But it must be calculated on 
the test data, not the fitting data. In other words, the initial R2 produced by glm or 
other R functions is not the number to use.

It has significant problems even in the classical world (for example, it’s possible to “artificially” 
raise the R2 by seemingly minor changes in definition of the dependent variable.) More 
important, machine learning has better methods, that use holdout data rather than depend on 
the classical assumption. Finally, the loss function for real problems is often not quadratic, ie. 
minimizing “sum of the squared errors” is not a sensible objective function.
In BDA, validity is measured ONLY using a “hold out sample.” At least a validation sample, and 
if possible a final different test sample.

d. Do Not use R-squared  or R2 adjusted on your training data as your main measure of 
model quality!

5.6 With continuous outcomes, the figure of merit has to include a measure of 
the size of error of each forecasted point.

a. With categorical outcomes such as binary results, report both a confusion matrix and 
ROC curve or lift curve

b. In business situations, a “lift curve” is very useful - much more useful than an ROC 
curve. Consult textbooks for details. 

5.7 Review the textbook discussions and my lectures on “how to measure 
model quality/fit.” 

Do a crude calculation of this ratio. It’s often not possible to come up with precise dollars, even 
inside a company. 
Use this to choose a model cutoff value different than 50 percent. That is, “minimize total error” 
is the wrong objective function for your model. Rather, minimize total cost of errors. 

a. In discrete problems (like whether to make a loan, whether tomorrow will have severe 
pollution, whether a patient has cancer) the costs of false positives and false 
negatives are  quite different.

5.8 Operational /business discussion. The “so what” of your results.

5 Substance: methods used. (There is no way to  summarize the whole course here, 
but I’ve listed some items that people often forget or have difficulty with.)

6.1 Formatting and writing hygiene checklist - applies to any report on any 
topic, anywhere.

a. Make tables and figures self explanatory
Once you get past the exploratory data analysis, every table, graph, and appendix should have a 
point to it. In most cases, it is your job to highlight this point.  For example, have a series of 
bullets in the text, stating the conclusions you want them to draw from the data in the table. 
Highlight,  circle, or bold the most important numbers in the table. Someone who is skimming 
the report without reading the text should be able to look at a table or graph and understand it. 
So every appendix graph or table at the end (i.e, not embedded in the text) should also state it’s 
“so what” lesson at the bottom.

b. Choose appropriate graphs (plots).

6.2 Making clear tables and figures

Word equations reduce interpretation errors by half; more for complex situations.

Optional: Add standard errors or other useful information underneath each 
term

Note the handling of dummy variables in word equations: {V1 if X=1; V2 if X = 2; 0 
if X=3} Always include the base case, which has a coefficient of zero. If there 
are a lot of categories, you can put this information in a table.

Uncertainty estimates should be included if available. There are various ways to 
do this including a table, putting standard errors them underneath the main 
coefficients, etc. 

Word equation example: Cost.per.year (in $) = 4700 + 1788*Weight (in kg) + {0 if 4Door; 950 if 
2Door; -300 if Hatchback} + Error

Definitions of variables have to be clearly stated. Some definitions are too long to put in a word 
equation, so make a table for them.
Be clear about units.  For example, outcome = 18.4 * Salesvolume  means something very 
different if Salesvolume is measured in dollars, $000, or $million. 
Often with dummy variables there will be numerous cases (such as types of clothing, regions of 
a city.). In that situation the relevant part of a word equation can reference a table of results, as 
long as the table is clear. 
Example: Outcome = constant + .83*Max temperature in degrees F  + {Dummy 
constant that varies by clothing type, ranging from -43 to +109. See table 4 for 
details.} + 
For certain types of models such as random forests and Nearest Neighbors, there is no 
straightforward word equation. In those cases, instead provide a report on the effects of each 
variable.  

a.  Write out the word equation for your estimation. You usually only have to do this 
once.

Distinguish dollars from dollars per year; same for interest rates, other variables. Distinguish 
percent from percentage points. Dollars, $000 should be reported right on 
Significant digits: at least 2, no more than 4.
 So numbers like $138,233,820 are wrong. Use $138.2M or 138,200,000 instead.
So are numbers like  .03 (depending on the context)

Of course there are some situations where scientific notation is handy. When 
dealing with very large and very small numbers in the same table, for example.

Don’t use scientific notation in the word equation; translate numbers into normal form e.g. 
29,100 instead of 2.91E4

b. How to write numbers. Always report the units clearly. 

6.3 Talking about/showing numerical results.

a. You will often be using R’s built-in data frames for variable names. Use good names 
for the reader, and include a table with definitions somewhere. For example 
L.cost.auto = Natural log of automobile cost, in euros.

6.4 Log and other transforms. Discuss in text and label clearly

6 Miscellaneous topics
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1. Have a message, not a data dump
2. Persuade your message.
3. Get credit for your hard work. 



Comments from draft 
papers: Grading Reports

s How to maximize grade per unit of effort

s Grade is based on what I know you did
s If it’s not mentioned in report, I’m just guessing

s Lots of teams put heavy effort into:
s Data scraping from web sites

s Data conversion (e.g. text mining)

s Merging data from different sources (e.g. weather)

s These are valuable! 
Your data set itself has (potential) value. 

s Make sure I know what to credit.
4



Grading criteria – past 
years

s Introduction

s Scraping+ creating the data

s Describing & exploring the data

s Modeling & solving mechanics

s Problem solving insight

s Clarity of Writing

s Presentation of work inc. technical work

s How close to publishable working paper?

s Mechanical: does it meet the checklist?
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My paper comments policy

s I’m happy to give detailed comments

s But best feedback is in person.

s If you want comments, set up a call or 
meeting. 
s 2-3 days warning.
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3 Requirements for BDA 
course final projects

1. (This is not QM3): Do not use R2 on the fitted 
data as a measure of model performance!

s All calculations of model performance based on 
holdout (test) sample.

2. (This is not QM3): Use at least 2 algorithms, 
one which goes beyond std regression

s In practice:  Random Forests +LASSO or glm

3. Show that the results make sense! Not just 
“numbers the computer told me.”

7



“This does not make 
sense”

True = No True = Yes Totals

Predict = No 1933 400

Predict = Yes 200 800

Totals

8

Case 1: Data set has 30,000 observations. Validation sample 20%

Reported confusion matrix is:

True = No True = Yes Totals

Predict = No 5688 205

Predict = Yes 12 95

Totals 5700 300 6000

Case 2: How accurate is this model? 



Data is not reality

s All data is only an approximation of reality

s And usually not a very good approximation

s Even the “original data” is only what 
somebody wrote down / what a sensor 
captured

s Data massaged into a nice database is 2 
steps farther removed.

9



One document in data set

 Siqi Liu (A53057853) 
 

To: Prof. Bohn  
From: Siqi Liu   
Date: May 25, 2015   
Subject: Update of final project 
 
Goal: The goal of the project is to predict the helpfulness of an Amazon review given its text. Here, we define the 
helpfulness of a review is: helpfulness = (nHelpful/outOf), where “nHelpful” represents the number of people who will 
find the review helpful while “outOf” represents the total number of people who evaluate the review. So our project is a 
linear regression task using text mining. 

Getting and cleansing the data 

Dataset preparation: After discussion with Prof. Bohn, we decide to just focus on one review dataset at a time. So this 
time we downloaded one Amazon review dataset: Sports_&_Outdoors.txt (100M). We use python to parse the dataset. 
There are 510991 observations in total from the dataset. The variables for each observation include “userid”, “itemid”, 
“nHelpful”, “outOf”, “score”, and “text”. In order to compute a more accurate model for our regression task, we filter out 
the reviews with less or equal to 5 votes (i.e., outOf <= 5). After this step, we get 81900 observations. Finally we save 
them into .csv file and import the data into R. 

 
Figure 0: Screen shot of dimension of dataset 

Data preprocessing: After importing the data into R, we show some of the raw data as follows: 

Figure 1: Examples of raw data 

In the following, we list all the preprocessing steps we have done so far:  

1. Remove duplicated observations (Follow the data preprocessing last time), then dimension of the dataset changes as 13549 x 7. 

2. We find there are some words like “aaa”, “aaaaaahhhhhyaaaaaa”, “aaaaargh” etc. Since it is unlikely that an English word would 
have three or more identical letters in a row, we write a function to replace more than 2 identical letters by its corresponding single 
letter. For example, we replace “aaa” by “a”, and replace “aaaaaahhhhhyaaaaaa” by “aha”.  
3. Count number of sentences in each review. 

4. Replace all the non-letter character (such as punctuations, Latin words, math symbols, etc) with space (Follow the data 
preprocessing last time)  

5. Count number of words in each review. Then we try to create two plots for number of sentences, number of words, number of 
nouns, and number of adjective as follows: 

10



But this is the raw(er) data
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Death certificates

1. Who, where, 
when, what was 
collected? Original
source.

2. Compiled source 
(original data set)

3. Your working set 
after conversions, 
calculations,  etc. 
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Describe data: 

see final paper outline
Where is the data from? Who created it, what is the unit of analysis, etc. (Show useful 
samples or screen shots in an appendix)

What does the data set cover?

s How many observations? If you are not using the whole thing, what part are 
you using (and why)? 

s What was the sample?  What biases are likely because of who was and was 
not in the sample (external validity of your results)

For variables: Meanings, units, measurement methods, magnitudes. Measurement 
methods are particularly important because they can turn out to be critical to what 
information you can, and cannot, extract, and how you interpret the results. Don’t settle 
for superficial descriptions - be sure to get samples of the actual questionaires, actual 
texts, etc.

Exploratory analysis: basic box plots, cross-tabs/scatter plots, whatever is appropriate for 
understanding this data set. Use some color where appropriate. 

Etc. – see final paper outline
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Data is not reality

s All data is only an approximation of reality
s And usually not a very good approximation

s Even the “original data” is only what somebody 
wrote down / what a sensor captured

s Data massaged into a nice database is 2 steps 
farther removed.

s Action required: Look at the original data; learn 
about the underlying reality.

s Do you want to be a statistics grinder,
or a leader and manager?
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Presenting technical results



Useful? Or just cute?

Bad Good 



Beware defaults for presentation 
plotting, even in R

Overplotting
Unreadable fonts
Poor or no axis labels
2 figures don’t line up. 



Learning from others

S Lovely variables. Anger, disgust, fear, joy…. 
Hint: buy lunch

S Many other papers could try them also.
“Cheap” variables (easy to add; may or may not help fit.)

S Fix font sizes.  par(cex=2.5) multiplies text by 2.5 

S Spend 30 minutes to get one really good figure?
S Interesting substance
S Looks good
S Clever presentation





Purge the QM3 habits

• 5 significant coefficients



Individual coefficients not 
very useful here

s This an application where we don’t care 
much about precise coefficients β. 

s Score = …. -.16*Disgust@ + .086 * Joy@

-.013 * Fear

s What matters is overall fit (on test 
data….).
s This is not reported by the default glm

function; you have to ask for it.
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Statistical significance is 
not the right measure!

s Stat  significance is from hypothesis testing.
s Hypothesis: age has + effect on intelligence

s It’s wrong (in this course) to emphasize 
“statistical significance” 
s It means only that coefficient is probably not equal to 

zero.
s Individual coefficients are not relevant!
s What matters is the total model’s predictive ability. 

From the set of variables, not one by one.

s When coef. values are relevant, managerial 
importance dominates statistical significance. 
s Use both criteria to choose what to add, drop.
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